Reimagining the future
of drinking water.

Let’s change
how we
think about
drinking water.
For good.
Our planet needs a better way to create and dispense clean
drinking water—a new approach that’s convenient, yet
respectful of our environment.
Our solution: The Skywell. Revolutionary technology that creates
clean water from the air. We call it air water. To produce it, all you
need is a Skywell and a standard electrical outlet.
Skywell is committed to impacting our world’s water crisis. We’re
empowering people to control their own water supply—and in
the process, to act in a socially responsible manner regarding the
Earth’s waning supply of clean drinking water.

The time is right for change—the Skywell
delivers it, one glass at a time.

The Skywell takes one of
the Earth’s most plentiful
resources—the air around
us—and creates one of
its most precious: pure
drinking water.

How it works
Just plug it in; the Skywell takes in ambient
air, and through condensation it collects
moisture, then meticulously filters it to
remove contaminants. This pure water is
ready for dispensing—hot or cold.

Why it’s better
The Skywell has many critical advantages
over conventional drinking water sources.

vs.

Skywell vs. bottled water delivery:

º

Earth-friendly: No delivery truck—saving
fossil fuel and reducing pollution.

º

More convenient: No large, heavy bottles
to handle or store; no deliveries to manage

º

Higher quality: No pesticides,
pharmaceuticals, or other chemicals

How it thinks
The Skywell is not only revolutionary;
it’s smart. An 8-inch interactive screen
displays water temperatures and stored
volume, and tracks your consumption
data and total environmental impact. The
screen also enables you to program the
Skywell for maximum efficiency.

vs.
Skywell vs. individual water bottles:

º

Earth-friendly: Eliminates the environmental
cost of producing and disposing of billions
of plastic bottles

º
º

Saves you money: Lower cost per serving
Higher quality: Air water doesn’t contain
chemicals used to treat water that has
been bottled

vs.
Skywell vs. tap water filtration systems:

º

Earth-friendly: The Skywell eliminates
the water waste common with many
filtration systems

º

More convenient: No water line required,
enabling you to put it anywhere

º

Higher-quality: Air water contains none of
the groundwater contaminants that can
pass through these systems to your glass

It’s simple. It’s efficient.
It’s revolutionary.

Just plug it in.

Clean drinking water is
not plentiful. In fact,
its increasing scarcity
threatens our health
and that of our planet.
We deserve a better solution.

A new model of social responsibility.

Consider the unhealthy drinking water
that many of us ingest:

These are enormous challenges that will
not be solved overnight.

About 14 million Americans
routinely consume drinking
water containing pesticides,
chemicals and pathogens
from ground water and wells.

The Skywell is a cornerstone of the solution,
and we are committed to providing
continued innovation and thought
leadership. But we cannot do it alone.

(Source: Environmental Working Group)

We encourage you to join us in
demonstrating a model for social
responsibility to the world. Together, we
can change the future of drinking water.

Our future generations deserve a
better solution.
Unfortunately, the clean water supply
dwindles as we look ahead:

By 2025, half of the world’s
population will not have
adequate access to water.
(Source: World Health Organization)

Our planet deserves a better solution.
Conventional methods of obtaining
drinking water have created significant
environmental issues for the Earth.

Americans purchase over
29 billion plastic bottles of
water each year—25 billion
of which wind up polluting our
oceans and wreaking havoc
on our landfills.
(Source: National Geographic)

It’s time for a
revolution.
It’s time for a glass
of fresh air.

The Skywell is available now.
For more information,
please visit our website at skywell.com,
or call us at (844) SKY-WELL.
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